
Anita Hargrove
Receptionist/Administrative Assistant
Seven Valleys, PA 17360
ahargrove219@gmail.com
4102584500

Seeking an opportunity in the Medical/Healthcare field as a Patient Care Representative, Receptionist
and/or Administrative Assistant. Where I can utilizing stellar problem solving skills and excellence in
delivering customer services in order to ensure recurring business.

Willing to relocate: Anywhere
Authorized to work in the US for any employer

Work Experience

Unit Secretary/Nursing Assistant
Penn State Health - Camp Hill, PA
January 2021 to Present

Roles were to check patients in to a particular hospital unit. This involves reviewing insurance documents,
gathering personal information, reviewing patient paperwork, explaining patient rights and privacy, and
entering patient details into a computer system. In this position I also handle patient discharges and
transfers.

Nursing Assistant I performed many basic care tasks for patients, like grooming, dressing, bathing, eating
and exercising. I also assist the nursing staff with medical tasks like, monitoring vitals with medical
equipment and reporting patient behavior and wellbeing.

Receptionist
TrueNorth Wellness Services - Shrewsbury, PA
March 2020 to December 2020

Responsible for various administrative & clerical functions, including:

• Checking clients in and out for appointments
• Collecting co-pays and outstanding balances
• Scheduling and rescheduling appointments
• Answering phones
• Drafting and sending letters
• Ability to use copier, fax, and computer comfortably
• Coordination with physicians, nurses, and other mental health professionals working out of the
Harrisburg office
• Maintaining scheduled building opening and closing times
• Assisting Office Coordinator to help office function optimally on a daily basis
• Maintaining electronic documentation
• Assisting with projects for various programs operating out of office
• Acting as initial point of contact for client concerns



• Furthering TrueNorth’s mission of Trauma-Informed care in interactions with staff, clients, and other
external stakeholders

Driver/Transporter
Intergrated Medical Transport - York, PA
April 2019 to January 2020

I provide transportation to clients in wheelchairs, or on our stretchers. The vans were specifically
modified for wheelchair and stretcher transportation. My focus was on providing our clients the very best
experience as we transport them safely, and on-time.
• Driver and ride share driver
• Drove 190 miles per week

Customer Service Representative
Pet er - Towson, MD
November 2018 to April 2019

The Veterinary Receptionist primary duty is interacting with clients and coordinating communication
between doctors, assistants and the clients. Process billing/ invoices at the end of each clients visit.

Pulmonary Medical Receptionist/ Adult/Pediatric Patient Service
Representative
Mercy Family Hospital/ Dr. Makhzoumi - Baltimore, MD
November 2015 to September 2018

Coordinate communication between patients, family members, medical staff, administrative staff, or
regulatory agencies. Interview patients or their representatives to identify problems relating to care.
Maintain knowledge of community services and resources available to patients. Refer patients to
appropriate health care services or resources. Investigate and direct patient inquiries or complaints
to appropriate medical staff members and follow up to ensure satisfactory resolution. Explain policies,
procedures, or services to patients using medical or administrative knowledge.

Patient Transporter
MedStar Good Samaritan Hospital - Baltimore, MD
June 2015 to October 2015

Transport patients effectively via wheelchair, bed and stretcher. Handle medical equipment safely
including IV pumps/poles, Oxygen tanks, PCA pumps, Chest tubes, Catheters, Traction while transporting
patients. Maintain positive and professional relationships with patients. Follow proper dress codes and
adhere to departmental policies and procedures. Prepare patients for transport and assist them in and
out of wheelchair. Follow safety precautions and infection control techniques. Adhere to established
standards to transport isolation patients. Perform first aid and CPR during emergency situations. Utilize
2-way radio phone for communication purposes. Ensure that transport equipment is in good working
conditions and notify management of any repairs and maintenances.

Senior Customer Service Representative
Subway - Middle River, MD
May 2014 to June 2015

The major responsibilities of a Subway Sandwich Artist is to prepare all the ingredients that will be
needed during the shift, create sandwiches delis, wraps, and salads, bake bread and cookies, operate the
equipment in each station, serve customers, clean the dining section, maintain food safety and standards
in food preparation and personal hygiene, and ensure that all equipment are working properly.



Customer Service Representative
Royal Farms - Parkville, MD
December 2012 to April 2014

The major responsibilities of a Royal Farm Representative is to operate the equipment at each station
and maintain food standards. Provided excellent customer service by knowing updated products and
specials. Maintain a relationship with customers and tend to every need throughout their visit. Provide a
maintain store appearance that is acceptable to royal farms standard.
AutoZone

Data Entry/Call Center Customer Service Representative
Aims Group - Baltimore, MD
June 2012 to December 2012

The major responsibilities of an Aims Representative are to manage a medium-volume workload within
a deadline-driven environment. Resolved an average of 450 inquiries in any given week and consistently
met performance benchmarks in all areas (speed, accuracy, volume). Made calls and established a
personal relationship with customers to meet with their needs.

Education

Associate in Arts in Business Management Fundamentals
University of Phoenix-Online Campus
January 2019 to Present

High School Diploma
Mergenthaler Vocational technical High School
June 2012

Skills

• Epic (3 years)
• Front Desk
• Customer Service
• Front Office
• Reception
• Medical Receptionist
• Clerical Experience
• EMR Systems
• Medical Records
• Medical Terminology
• Infection Control Training
• Medical Office Experience
• Medical Scheduling
• Phone Etiquette
• Computer Operation



• Computer literacy
• Typing
• HIPAA
• Data Entry
• Insurance Verification
• Patient Care

Certifications and Licenses

CPR
June 2015 to Present

AWS
June 2009 to Present

Assessments

Medical Receptionist Skills — Highly Proficient
September 2020

Managing physician schedules and maintaining accurate patient records
Full results: Highly Proficient

Receptionist — Proficient
August 2019

Using basic scheduling, attention to detail, and organizational skills in an office setting.
Full results: Proficient

Dental Receptionist Skills — Highly Proficient
February 2020

Managing practitioner schedules and maintaining accurate patient records
Full results: Highly Proficient

Retail Customer Service — Proficient
April 2019

Measures a candidate's ability to comprehend and respond appropriately to retail customer needs.
Full results: Proficient

Electronic Health Records: Best Practices — Proficient
September 2020

Knowledge of EHR data, associated privacy regulations, and best practices for EHR use
Full results: Proficient

Customer Focus & Orientation — Proficient
October 2020

Responding to customer situations with sensitivity
Full results: Proficient

https://share.indeedassessments.com/attempts/71365320a41a7f16fe7601116a093fedeed53dc074545cb7
https://share.indeedassessments.com/attempts/e595c1e4694b1ce4daccdb872517f618eed53dc074545cb7
https://share.indeedassessments.com/attempts/75cfa6c410d70d461a0b4fb3ace593ba
https://share.indeedassessments.com/attempts/ff0860f44d1d1cbc16411c8f9c87c6a9eed53dc074545cb7
https://share.indeedassessments.com/attempts/c3835ed4849012b1ead44056c7aba85deed53dc074545cb7
https://share.indeedassessments.com/attempts/a1e43a9cd5c1a28e78d84be9d315e1a9eed53dc074545cb7


Logic & Critical Thinking — Completed
March 2019

Measures a candidate’s ability to use logical approaches when solving problems.
Full results: Completed

Indeed Assessments provides skills tests that are not indicative of a license or certification, or continued
development in any professional field.

Additional Information

• Stringsoft software experience  
•Cornerstone software experience  
• Epic Software experience 
• Possess really good communication skills and can communicate well with different people 
• Polite and soft spoken; do not get flustered easily and can handle rude customers as well 
• Good at understanding various accents and dialects, so can communicate with them in an efficient
manner 
• Can solve all the customer queries in a fast and efficient manner without taking too much of their
time 
• Can patiently explain details to the customer in a way that they understand easily 
• Work well within a team and am capable of taking over leadership responsibilities as well if the
situation demands it 
• Maintain a good follow up on all the customers even after having sorted out their queries 
• Organized and like to apply the same organized attitude in my work 
• willing to learn many things and this has helped a lot in this profession

https://share.indeedassessments.com/attempts/0605ac78b3bd00c531c51e92ebd37419eed53dc074545cb7

